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Abstract 

A graph G with v vertices and e edges is said to be edge-magic if there exists a bijection 

        GEGVGEGVf  ,,3,2,1:   such that for all the edges uv  of  ufG,  

   uvfvf   is a constant k. An edge-magic labeling f of G becomes a super edge-magic 

labeling if the bijection is said to have an additional property that the vertex set 

     .,,3,2,1 GVGVf   In this paper we obtain a super edge-magic labeling of Octopus 

graph nO  and vertex switching of jewel graph .nJ  

1. Introduction 

Graph labeling is an assignment of integers to the vertices or edges or 

both subject to certain limitations. It was first introduced by Rosa in 1967 [4]. 

In the intervening years dozens of graph labeling techniques have been 

studied. One such graph labeling technique is the magic labeling introduced 

by Sedlacek [6] when he was motivated by the notion of magic squares in 

number theory. Ringel and Llado [5] rediscovered this notion and called it as 

edge-magic labeling. Enomoto et al. [2] called a graph  EVG ,  with an edge-

magic labeling f of G such that      GVGVf ,,3,2,1   as a super 
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edge-magic labeling. Enomoto et al. [2] also proved that nC  is super edge-

magic iff n is odd; nmK ,  is super edge-magic iff 1m  or nWn ,1  of order 

n is not super edge-magic. Kotzig and Rosa [4] proved that every caterpillar is 

super edge-magic. Amara Jothi et al. [1] have proved super edge-magic 

labeling for duplication graphs. For more results on super edge-magic 

labeling refer to survey by Gallian [3]. One of the real life application of super 

edge-magic labeling is that, we could assign workstations or computers to 

each department in a company under certain constraints. In this paper, we 

prove that octopus graph nO  and vertex switching of jewel graph nJ  admits 

super edge-magic labeling. 

2. Main Section 

In this section, we state few definitions and prove two theorems. 

Definition 1. A graph G with distinct v vertices and distinct e edges is 

called edge-magic if there exists a bijection     GVGVf ,,3,2,1:   

  GE  such that there exists a constant k for any  vu,  in E satisfying 

      ., kvfvufuf   

Definition 2. An edge-magic graph G is called a super edge-magic graph 

if     GVGVf ,,2,1:   and        ,,2,1:  GVGVGEf  

    .GEGV   

Definition 3. An Octopus graph  2, nOn  can be constructed by 

joining a Fan graph  2nFn  to a Star graph nK ,1  by sharing a common 

vertex, where n is any positive integer. Octopus graph nO  is shown in Figure 

1. 
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Figure 1. Octopus graph .nO  

Definition 4. The Jewel graph nJ  is the graph with the vertex set 

   niuuuvvJV iyxyxn  1:,,,,  and the edge set    ,, xxn uvJE   

.1:,,,,, niuuuvuvuuuvvv iyixyyyxxyyx   Jewel graph nJ  is shown in 

Figure 2. 

  

Figure 2. Jewel graph .nJ  

Definition 5. In a graph  EVG ,  vertex switching at ,Vv   denoted by 

vG  is obtained by removing all edges Euv   incident to v and adding edges 

,wv  whenever ., VwEvw    

Theorem 1. Octopus graph nO  admits super edge-magic labeling. 

Proof. Consider an Octopus graph .nO  Let    12321 ,,,,  nn uuuuOV   

denote the set of vertices of an octopus graph. Let    4321 EEEEOE n   

be the set of edges an octopus graph, where  ,,, 43321 uuuuE   
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    11:,,,,3:,2: 1215131312121   niuuuuuuEnuuEniuu inii   

and  .1:,,, 2141214 niuuuuuuE i    Thus we have   12  nOV n  

and   13  nOE n  to be the number of vertices and edges of an octopus 

graph respectively. 

Case (i). When n is odd. 

We define the vertex labeling  12,,3,2,1:  nVf   as follows: 

        11,1,1,12,1 1221   niinufniinufuf ii  

and   3,112  nnuf n  where all the vertex labelings are distinct. Now, 

We define the edge labeling  nnnEf 5,,32,22:   by  1iiuuf  

    11,14,1,3,2,2 12121   niinuufniinuufniin ii

and   3,14121  nnuuf n  where all the edge labelings are distinct. 

We observe that,          1212121 ,1,35  iii ufufninuufufuf  

        ,35,11,35 121121121   nuufufufninuuf nni  

3n  and       .2,35111 ninuufufuf iii    

Case (ii). When n is even. 

We define the vertex labeling  12,,3,2,1:  nVf   by   ,11 uf  

      niinufniinuf ii   1,12,11,1 122  and   ,12  nuf n  

where 2n  all the vertex labelings are distinct. Now we define the edge 

labeling  nnnEf 5,,32,22:   by   ,2,21 niiinuuf ii    

    niinuufniinuuf ii   1,3,11,,14 12121  and  nuuf 21  

2,14  nn  where all the edge labelings are distinct. 

We observe that,        12121 ,11,35 ufninuufufuf ii   

          ,35,1,35 212112112   nuufufufninuufuf nnii  

2n  and       .2,35111 ninuufufuf iii    In both cases, we 

have,       ,35 knuvfvfuf   a magic constant. 

Thus the Octopus graph nO  admits super edge-magic labeling. 

Illustration 1. Octopus graph 5O  admits super edge-magic labeling with 

a magic constant .28k  Refer figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Super edge-magic labeling of Octopus graph .5O  

Illustration 2. Octopus graph 4O  admits super edge-magic labeling with 

a magic constant .23k  Refer figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. Super edge-magic labeling of Octopus graph .4O  

Theorem 2. Vertex switching of Jewel graph nJ  admits super edge-

magic labeling. 

Proof. Consider a Jewel graph .nJ  Let    niuuuvvJV iyxyxn  1:,,,,  

be the vertices of the graph. Also denote by    ,,, xyyxxxn uvvvuvJE   

niuuuvuu iyixyx 1:,,  the edges of the graph. Thus   4 nJV n  and  

  52  nJE n  denotes the number of vertices and edges of the jewel 
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graph respectively. Now, Let us switch the vertex  yu  of the Jewel graph  

.nJ  We note that, the vertex set remains the same whereas the edge set 

becomes,    .1:,,,, niuvuvuvvvuvJE ixyxxyyxxxn   Thus, we have  

  4 nJV n  and    4 nJE n  to be the number of vertices and 

edges of the jewel graph with switched vertex respectively. See Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Vertex Switching of Jewel graph .nJ  

Now, we define the vertex labeling of the jewel graph with switched 

vertex  yu  as   4,,3,2,1:  nVf   by       ,4,2,1 nufvfvf xyx   

  3yuf  and   niiuf i  1,3  where all the vertex labelings are 

distinct. Now we define the edge labeling of the jewel graph with switched 

vertex yu  as   42,,5:  nnEf   by       ,6,42 nuvnvv xxyx    

    nuvnuv yxxy 27,5   and   niinuv ix  1,27  where all 

the edge labelings are distinct. 

We observe that,            xxxxyxyx uvfufvfnvvfvfvf  ;112  

            112;112;112  nuvfufvfnuvfufvfn yxyxxyxy

 and       .1,112 ninuvfufvf ixix   

We have,       ,112 knuvfvfuf   a magic constant. 

Thus the Vertex switching of Jewel graph nJ  admits super edge-magic 

labeling. 

Illustration 3. Vertex Switching of Jewel graph 3J  admits super edge-

magic labeling with a magic constant .17k  Refer Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Super edge-magic labeling of Vertex Switching of .3J  

3. Conclusion 

In this paper we have proved that Octopus graph nO  and Vertex 

switching of Jewel graph nJ  admits super edge-magic labeling. Further we 

intend to prove that Path union of Octopus graph nO  admits super edge-

magic labeling. 
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